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1Q21 Earnings First Take –Positive

Quick Take: FTI reported 1Q21 revs. 8% higher and adj. EBITDA ~40% higher 

vs Street est. for 1Q21. Ex-Fx gain, 1Q21 adj. EBITDA was ~20% above Street. 

Subsea orders of $1.5B beat Street est. of $1.0B. Implied EBITDA guide for 

2021 was unchanged at ~$550M but FCF guidance was increased by $70M to 

$170M, partially driven by ~$40M lower tax provision. FTI reiterated over $4B of 

Subsea orders for 2021 and growth y/y in 2022.

Earnings Reaction: Positive. FTI reported 1Q21 revenues 8% above Street 

est. and adj. EBITDA of $165M ($137M ex-Fx) was 42% above Street est.  FCF 

was strong at ~$137M for 1Q21 vs earlier expectations of (-$50M) to (-$100M). 

Subsea orders at $1.5B were above Street’s $1.0B est.

2Q21 Potential Earnings: Neutral: FTI maintained 2021 implied EBITDA 

guidance at ~$550M. This implies flattish EBITDA through the rest of the year 

given 1Q21 EBITDA ex-Fx was $137M. Street EBITDA est. for 2Q is $136M 

too.

Stock Reaction: Positive given a beat, increase in 2021 FCF guidance and 

strong subsea orders commentary. 

Positives

▪ FCF guidance for 2021 increased by $70M at mid-point to $170M, partially 

driven by ~$40M lower tax provision at mid-point.

▪ Maintained 2021 implied EBITDA guidance at ~$550M. 

▪ FCF for 1Q21 was $137M vs guidance of about (-$100M). It could partially be 

from timing as 2021 FCF guidance was increased by only $70M at mid-point.

▪ FTI reiterated over $4B of Subsea orders for 2021 and growth y/y in 2022. 

Integrated projects could double in 2021 y/y. Direct awards and services 

would amount to ~50% of 2021 awards.

▪ 1Q21 revenues were 8% above Street est. and adj. EBITDA of $165M 

($137M ex-FX) was 42% above Street est.

▪ Subsea orders, revenues and EBITDA of $1,519M, $1,387M and $135M beat 

Street est. of $990M, $1,250M and $121M, respectively.

Negatives

▪ Surface revenues of $246M were below Street’s $262M est.

Questions to Ask

▪ What is driving lower tax provision for 2021? How much one-time cash costs 

embedded in FCF guide for 2021?

▪ What gives the confidence in Subsea orders growth in 2022 y/y? Can margins 

improve in 2022 despite Subsea revenues likely to decline y/y with less than 

1x book-to-bill expected for 2021?

▪ Timing of divestment for the rest of 31% stake in Technip Energies?
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Source: Bloomberg; Company reports; CPI est.

Exhibit 1: Variance vs Street and Q/Q Changes (US$M)

Actual CPI Consensus Actual Q/Q Chg EPS Var.

1Q21 1Q21 4Q20 $ % % $ $

Orders and Backlog

Subsea Orders 1,519 1,150 990               712 53% 529 113% 807 (1.22)

Subsea Backlog 6,857      6,728      6,740           6,876      2% 117 0% (19) (0.27)

Surface Orders 203         333         280               300         -27% (77) -32% (97) 0.18

Surface Backlog 364         494         426               414         -14% (61) -12% (49) 0.14

Income Results

Segment Revenues ($M)

Subsea 1,387 1,298 1,250           1,338 11% 137 4% 49 (0.32)

Surface 246         252         265               262         -7% (20) -6% (17) 0.05

Total 1,632      1,550      1,515           1,600      8% 117 2% 32 (0.27)

Segment EBITDA ($M)

Subsea 135 117 121               117 12% 14 16% 19 (0.03)

Surface 27           24           24                 31           14% 3 -13% (4) (0.01)

Corp Exp (26)          (27)          (45)          -43% 20 0.06

Bottoms-Up Total 136         113         117               102         17% 20 34% 34 (0.05)

Segment EBITDA Margins (%)

Subsea 9.7% 9.0% 9.7% 8.7% 0.1% 1.0%

Surface 11.0% 9.5% 8.9% 11.8% 2.0% -0.8%

Total 10.1% 7.3% 18.8% 10.1% -8.7%

Segment Incremental EBITDA Margins (%)

Subsea 38% 0% -5% 7%

Surface 24% 68% -267% 44%

Revenues 1,632      1,550      1,515           1,600      8% 117 2% 32 (0.27)

Other Income -              -              -              0.00

Corporate Expenses (26) (27) (45) -43% 20 0.06

Other Recurring 28           -              (3)            0.00

EBIT 70 16 189 -63% (119) (0.04)

D&A 95           98           112         -15% (17) (0.23)

EBITDA 165 113 117 301 42% 49 -45% (136) 0.01

Interest Expense, net (58) (37) (55) 6% (4) 0.09

Other -              -              -              0.00

EBT 12           (22)          135         -91% (123) 0.05

Tax (25)          (29)          (86)          -71% 61

Tax Rate 204% -132% 64%

Minority Interest (3.7) - (25)

Clean Net Income (16) (50) (30) 23 -47% 14 -169% (40)

Other 384.4 - (62)

GAAP Net Income 368.2 (50.5) (38.8) -1049% 407

Diluted Shares 451         449         449         

Clean EPS ($0.04) ($0.11) ($0.07) $0.05 -49% 0.03 -169% (0.09)

FCF 137 (88) (67) 514 -304% 205 -73% (377)

Tax Rate 204% -132% 64%

Var. vs Street
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Appendix A – Required Disclosures

Analyst Certification 

I, Vaibhav (Vebs) Vaishnav, certify that to the best of my knowledge, the views and opinions in our research reports 

accurately reflect my personal views about the subject company (companies) and its (their) securities. I have not and 

will not receive direct or indirect compensation related to the specific recommendations or opinions of this report. 

Unless otherwise stated, the individuals listed on the cover page of this report are analysts for Coker Palmer 

Institutional (CPI). Coker Palmer Institutional (CPI) is the brand name used to distinguish Coker & Palmer’s institutional 

only, sell side equity research operations. 

Important Disclosures

Conflicts of Interest: You should assume that as of the publication date of any report or letter, CPI (possibly along with 

or through our members, partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our clients and/or investors has 

a position in the subject companies or derivatives of subject companies mentioned in this report, and therefore stands 

to realize gains based on the price movements of stocks covered in this report. Following publication of any report or 

letter, we intend to continue transacting in the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or neutral at any 

time hereafter regardless of our initial recommendation. 

Analyst Compensation

Analysts are not directly compensated based on investment banking fees, but analysts’ compensation is based on 

overall firm profitability, which may or may not include investment-banking fees. CPI has not received investment-

banking income from the subject companies in the previous 12 months. Investors should expect that Coker & Palmer 

may seek and may be seeking compensation for investment banking and non-investment banking related services and 

production from any or all companies mentioned within this report. 

Conflicts   

Vaibhav (Vebs) Vaishnav, Oilfield Services & Energy Transition Analyst, does not hold any stocks from those sectors in 

his personally managed accounts. 

In the normal course of offering investment and banking products and services to clients, CPI may act in several 

capacities (including issuer, market maker, underwriter and distributor agent) simultaneously with respect to a product, 

giving rise to potential conflicts of interest. CPI uses controls such as information barriers to manage conflicts should 

they arise.

CPI has not been involved with any investment banking/consulting activities in the Oilfield Services and/or Energy 

Transition sector in the past six months.

Rating Methodology

Coker Palmer Institutional (CPI) is restarting formal rating systems. The firm has a three-tiered rating system, with 

ratings of Sector Outperform, Sector Perform, and Sector Underperform. Each Research Analyst assigns a rating that is 

relative to his or her coverage universe or an index identified by the Research Analyst that includes, but is not limited to,

stocks covered by the Research Analyst.

The rating assigned to each security covered in this report is based on the CPI Research Analyst’s 12-month view on 

the security. Research Analysts may sometimes express in research reports shorter-term views on these securities that 

may impact the price of the equity security in a manner directly counter to the Research Analyst’s 12-month view. 
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These shorter term views are based upon catalysts or events that may have a shorter-term impact on the market price 

of the equity securities discussed in research reports, including but not limited to the inherent volatility of the 

marketplace. Any such shorter-term views expressed in research report are distinct from and do not affect the 

Research Analyst’s 12-month view and are clearly noted as such.

Ratings

Sector Outperform (SO) 

The stock is expected to outperform the average 12-month total return of the analyst’s coverage universe or an index 

identified by the analyst that includes, but is not limited to, stocks covered by the analyst.

Sector Perform (SP) 

The stock is expected to perform approximately in line with the average 12-month total return of the analyst’s coverage

universe or an index identified by the analyst that includes, but is not limited to, stocks covered by the analyst.

Sector Underperform (SU)

The stock is expected to underperform the average 12-month total return of the analyst’s coverage universe or an index

identified by the analyst that includes, but is not limited to, stocks covered by the analyst.

Price Target Methodology:

Coker Palmer Institutional (CPI) price targets are based on 60% weighting to DCF value through 2030, 20% weighting 

to FCF yield and a combined 20% weighting to traditional EV/EBITDA and DCF based through 2024. 

Valuation/Risk Factors

Oilfield Services (OFS) business is inherently risky. OFS investors should be fully aware of these risks, which include, 

but are not limited to, volatile natural gas, NGL’s and crude oil prices, demand for and competition for a company’s 

product and/or service, asset quality, customer risks, changes in operating costs, company capital structures, operating 

and working capital needs and ability to raise both debt and equity capital to fund operations. We value OFS equities on 

many different metrics, including but not limited to, our subjective view as to the quality of management, discounted 

cash flows, net asset values, enterprise value to EBITDA or cash flow multiples, price to earnings or cash flow 

multiples, reinvestment risk and full cycle economics. These factors are uncertain and our outlook is subject to change, 

sometimes quite quickly. Any changes in the above factors can impede achievement of our valuation assessments. 

Coker & Palmer Institutional Ratings Distribution

Category Count Percent

Sector Outperform 3 33%

Sector Perform 4 44%

Sector Underperform 2 22%

Total 9 100%
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The Exploration and Production (E&P) business in inherently risky. Investors in E&P equities should be fully aware of 

these risks, which include, but are not limited to, volatile natural gas, NGL’s and crude oil prices, regional pricing 

differences, field and company asset quality, reserve depletion factors, drilling risks, operating costs, company capital 

structures, operating and working capital needs and ability to raise both debt and equity capital to fund operations. . 

E&P Valuation Methods used to determine the Price Target: We value E&P companies on many different metrics, 

including, but not limited to, our estimate of net asset value (NAV), enterprise value to EBITDA or cash flow multiples, 

price/earnings or cash flow multiples, discounted cash flow analysis and breakup/acquisition values.  All our estimates 

and valuations are highly and inherently uncertain. They are based on, but not limited to, our outlook for the commodity 

price, our subjective view as to the quality of management, net asset value, quality of the proven and unproven reserves 

and resources, ability to develop and produce these reserves/resources, financial strength, cash flow, access to capital, 

and full cycle economics of investments. These factors are uncertain and our outlook is subject to change, sometimes 

quite quickly. Any changes in the above factors can impede achievement of our valuation assessments. 

Industrials: This category might cover many different types of companies with various business models and various 

factors affecting the operations and stock prices, some of which include overall economic growth, end market demand, 

product inventories and competition. Some of these companies might have various energy-related exposure through 

both sales and/or costs. In general, industrial company risks include, but not limited to, high fixed operating costs, rising

input costs, currency and commodity price fluctuations, variable demand, inventory levels, quality of management, 

competition and obsolesce. 

E&P, Oilfield Service, Energy Transition, as well as investments in the other subsectors we follow are subject to a 

myriad of external factors, including but not limited to, commodity price risk, geopolitical risk, changes in interest rates,

the value of worldwide currencies, especially the U.S. dollar, changing regulations, both domestically and abroad, 

regulatory enforcement levels, and changes in domestic or global economic fundamentals. Please see specific 

companies' most recent SEC filings, including 10-Ks, 10-Qs, 8-Ks, and proxy filings for additional risks and 

considerations. For companies based outside the US, please see country specific regulatory filings for additional risks 

and considerations.


